Lin Ea Cenholt and Christian Peter Lübeck
Nacra17

Lin Ea Cenholt (29) and Christian Peter Lübeck (30) showed promising moves already back when
they began betting on Nacra in 2015, for example by winning the European Cup in sailing in
Holland and five additional top-ten placements at international events.
The Rio Olympics was unfortunately not meant to be, but Lübeck was instead selected as a 49er
sailor and won fourth place with Jonas Warrer. Shortly after the Olympics, Cenholt and Lübeck
resumed their Nacra collaboration with renewed vigour. On the podium twice in 2017, they
cemented their trajectory toward being among the world’s absolute best.
In February 2018 Lübeck was in a serious accident while training, which led to a three-month
break that put a wrench in preparations for the European Championship in Poland and the World
Championship in Aarhus the same year. The crew nevertheless won a bronze in the former and a
fourth place in the latter on home territory in Aarhus, Denmark. In 2019 the two athletes once
again demonstrated that they belong among the elite by winning bronze in the European
Championship and later silver in the World Championship.
Over the years Cenholt and Lübeck have honed their teamwork and worked intensely to perform
under pressure. Most recently they spent the entire winter focussing especially on navigating in
waves.
Although only very few events have been held due to Corona in recent months, the pair have
provided world-class performances. Now it is a question of bringing home a medal during the
Tokyo Olympics.
Social
https://www.facebook.com/cenholtandlubecksailing/
https://www.instagram.com/cenholt_lubeck_sailing

Achievements
2019
Silver - World Championship
Bronze - European Championship
2018
Bronze - European Championship
4th - World Championship
2017
Bronze - World Cup, Hyères
2016
8th - World Championship
Christian Peter Lübeck’s earlier achievements
2016
4th – 49’er - Olympic Games, Rio (with Jonas Warrer, 49er Tokyo Sailor)

